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FOURTH CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Schedule XXIV - Finland

The Permanent Mission of Finland has transmitted to the secretariat the
attached list of rectifications to Schedule XXIV - Finland annexed to the
Geneva (1967) Protocol.

This list of rectifications comprises also the rectifications which were
included in the list attached to document L/2863, dated 9 October 1967, relating
to the following items:

08.04
29.11
29.16
30.03
32.09
34.01

40.11
45.04
62.05
64.01
66.01
73.29

73.38
84.15
84.56
85.15
87.02
93.06

Document L/2863 is therefore superseded by the present document.

If no objections are notified to the secretariat by thirty days from the
date of this document, the rectifications submitted by the Permanent Mission of

Finland will considered to have been approved and will be incorporated in
the Fourth Certification of Rectifications and Modifications.
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GENEVA(1967)PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV -FINLAND
PARTI

Most-Favoured-Nition Tariff

Item 03.01

Delete sub-items 002 and 009 and substitute:

"002 - clupeidae:
ex 002 - - filleted fish, frozen, excluding

009

sprats
- other fish:

ex 009 - - filleted, frozen
- - other:

ex. 009 - - - flatfish

ex 009 - -- gadidae

DR lkg-:20

DR lkg -:15

-:10

-:07

DR lkg -:15 -:07

DR lkg-:l5 -:07"

Item 03.02

Insert- aster sub-item" - fish roes:" the following sub-item:

"Oll - - of sturgeon DR lkg 10:-

Item 03.03

Delete sub-items 500 and substitute:

"500 - lobsters, crayfish, shrimps and
-other crustaceans:

ex 500 - - shrimps

ex 500 - - other

DR P.1kg 8:-

2:-

DR P.1kg 8:-

4:-

4d.

Item 07.01

insert "ex" before the number of sub-item 300.

In sub-item ex 851:

"ex 851 - - - endive, the customs clearance
of which takes place from

February 1 to March 31"
delete the base rate of duty "-:60" and substitute "T1:-"

5.-"



GENEVA (1957) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV -FINLAND

PART I (continued)

Delete the sub-item: -

"_ vegetables, other:

909 -- other:

ex 909 - -- green pepper, the customs clearance
of which takes pIace from November 1
to June 30 IL lkg -:60

and substitute:
"- vegetables, other:

905 -- the customs clearance which
takes place from March 1 to
June 30:

ex 90 - - - green pepper (Capsicum grossum)

909 - - other:

IL lkg1:--:30

ex 909 -- - green pepper (capsicum gross) ,
the customs clearance of which
takes place from November 1 to
february 29 IL lkg-:60

Item 07. 04

Text of heading, line 1: Amend "dehyrated" to read "dehydrated".

Item 07.05

Delete sub-item 199 emd substitute:

"199 - - other:

ex 199 --- other then peas and beans

Item 08.01

Delete the sub items :

"ex 200 - - - in clusters

ex 200 - - - other

1kg -:21 -:101"

lkg-:52 -:25

(1.1./31.5)
Ullkg-:65 -:30

(e.I./31.5)
end substitute:

L/2973
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GENEVA(1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV -FINLAND

PART I (continued)

"ex 200 - - - in clusters, the customs clearance
of which takes place from
January 1 to May 31

ex 200 - - - other, the customs chance of
which takes place from January 1
toMay 331

IL lkg-:52

IL lkg-:65

Item 08.02

Delete the sub-item

"'ex 08.02 - ranges the cust ms clearance
ofe which takes place from
January 1 to June 30 IL 30%

and substitute:

"- oranges:
ex 08.C2 -- the customs clearance of which

takes place fromJanuary 1 to
June 30 IL Io%

Delete the sub-items:

Item 08.02

ex 08.C2

- mandarins and clementines

cthez

Tp.lkg-:30 -:15
(1.1. - 30.6)

M p.-kg -:30 -:15"

and substitute:

"- randarins a=E clemant.nes:

ex 08.02 - - the customs clearance of which
takes Dlace from. January to

June 30 . - . . p.lkg-:30 -:15

ex 08.02 - other IL p.lkg -:30 -:15"

eItem 08.04.

- Insert the following sub-item:

"100- fresh 10%

in sub-item 190 "(Amygdaluscommunis)" to read"(Amygdalus
cmnnis) "

-:25

- 30"

15%

15%"
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SCHEDULE XXIV - FINELAND

PART1 (continued)

Item 08.07

The item should

1"08.07
ex 08.07 -

read:

Stone fruit, fresh:

the customs clearance of which
takes place from January 1 to
IMay 31 IL p.3kg -:90 -:45"

item 08.11

Delete the sub-items before sub-item "citrus fruit:"

"ex 08.13 - strawberries, raspberries, goose-
berries and red-, black- or white-
currants

and substitute:

IL P.lkg -:90 -:40"

Delete the text of the sub-item:

"ex 08.11 - other (than apples)
and substitute:

"ex 08.11 - other, excluding apples"

Item 08.12

Delete the text of sub-item:

1900 - other (except blueberry)

and substitute:

"900 -- excluding blueberries"

Item 09.01

Text of heading, line 4: Amend 'substitues" to read "'substitutes".

Item 09.09

Delete the sub-item:

"909 - other (than cin) MR free binding

and substitute:

"'909 - other:

ex 909 . - other than cumin DR free binding"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULEXXIV - FINLAND

PARTI (continued)

Item 12.03

Insert after sub-item 002:

"009 - other:

009 - - other than seeds of timothy
grass

Item 13.02

Text of heading, line 1: Amend "aced" to read "seed".

Item 15.07-.

Delete the sub-item:

"490 - unfit as such for human
consumtion;

and substitute:

'"490 - - unfit as such for human

consumption:

ex 490 - - - other than colza, rape,

turnip and. olive oils

Item 16.04.

Delete the "ex 001' sub-items under the sub-item 001
and substitute:

"7ex 002 --- mackarel or tunny fish

ex 001 --- other fish

DR free

DR 10%
The free

DR 10%
free

DR 15%
DR 30

binding

t 5%
binding

binding"

7.5%

15%"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV- FINLAND

PART I (continued)

Item 19.01

Text of heading: Amend "extracts" to read "extract".

Item 19.08

Amend the base rate of duty in:

U201 - rusks IL p.lkg 1:93

as follows:

"201 - rusks IL p.lkg195

Item 20.02

Delete the following sub-items:

"--in other packings:
"ex 230 - - - tomato puree :IL p.1kg -:62 -:31

and substitute:

"ex 230 - - in other packings

Item 20.06

Delete the text of the sub-item:

"ex 009 - - other (than those of pine-
apples, citrus fruit, pears,

peaches and mixed fruits)

and substitute:

"ex 009 - - other, excluding pineapples,
citrus fruit, pears, peaches,
mixed fruits and all kinds of

purées"

IL p.1kg -:62 -:31"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

Item 20 07

Replace the text of .the following sub-items:

other (than apple concentrate):
ex 200 - - juice of citrus fruit, without

sugar, frozen

with:
"ex 200 --- juce of citrus fruit, without

sugar. frozen"

Item 21.02

Text of heading, line 5: Amend "and" to read "or".

Item 21.06

Delete the following sub-item:

"ex 100 - -- pressed. yeast DR p.lkg -:205 -:10"

item 2l.07

Replace the letters "DR", in sub-itemis: 011, 019, 029, 039,
058, 070 and 0E88 With the letters "IL" (in sub-item 031
"DR" should be retained.)

item 23C07

Replace sub-item:

- other than dog biscuits end forage
sweetened with molasses

- - other than dog biscuits and-forage molasses DR 1kg -:03

DR lkg -:03

Item 25.08

Replace the textof sub-items:

"ex 25.08 ground or washed

with:

"ex 25.08 other"

with:
ex 900

ex 900

-:01

-:01"

- others
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULEXXIV - FINLAND

Item 25.17

Text of heeding, lne 8; Delete the indefinite article "an.
Text of heading, aast line: Amend the line to read: 1"25.15 or 25.16".

Item 25.18
In sub-item 005, delete the words "whether or not".

item 25.23

Text of heading, line 3: Insert a comma after cementsts.

GarX 27

Lines 2/3: Amend. "distillations" to read "distillations".

TIftem 27.10

The text of sub-item 208 should read:
--Motor spirit (excluding motor spirit :or

Internal combustionengines other then.
aircraft engines) litre at -. 150C"'

The text of sub-item 40C should read:

-4-00 -- we-r arid, lighting kerosene"

The text off ---item1500 shouldread:
"500- gas-pil andotherfuel oils"

Item 27.13

Text of heading line2: Amend "ozokerits".

Item 28.13

Text of heading, line 8: Amend "water:" to read "water):".

Item 28.49

Text of heading; line 2. Amend"amalgans"toread"amalgams".
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV- FINLAND

PART 1 (continued)

Item 29.08

The wods "- ethers and ether-alcohols:" should be deleted.

The sub-items should read:

"ilo - diethyl ether 25% 12.5%
900 - other free binding"

Item 29.11

Text of heading, line 4: Amend "oxygenfunction" to read "oxygen-function"
Delete the two rates of duty "free" and Tbinding" shown against
the main heading,

Item 29.14.

Delete the sub-item 900. This sub-item should read:

"900 - other:

ex 900 - - other than chloroacetic acids and their
derivatives and butyl acetate free binding"

Item 29.15

The words ;"- acids and their salts:" should be deleted.

The sub-it-ems should read:

T1901 - phenoxyacetic acids and their derivatives 15% 7.5%
909 - other free-- binding'

Item 29.22

Text of heading: Amend "Amine function" to read "Amine-function".

Item 29.23

The text of sub-item 100 should read:

"100 - ethanolamines"

Item 30.03

The sub-item numbers "ex 303" should read "ex 30.03".
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART 1 (continued)

Delete the text of the sub-item:

"-put up in retail packings, the weight,
including packing, not exceeding 1.5 kg-

and substitute:

"-not containing alcohol, put up in retail
packings, the weight, including packing
not exceeding 1.5 kg"

Item 30.04

Delete all the sub-items and substitute:

"100 - wadding and gauze, not impregnated
nor coated; adhesive plasters:

ex 100 - - adhesive plasters 155 . 7.5%

ex 100 - - wadding . 15% 7.5-%
900 - other:

ex 900 - - put up in retail packlmgs the
weight, including packing, not
exceeding 1.5 kg 3% 1.5%

ex 900 - - other free -binding"

Item 32.03

Text of heading, line 4: Amend "pretanning" to read "pre-tanning".

.-Item 32.09

The first sub-item "ex 2107" should read:

"ex 210 - - - cellulose varnishes and cellulose
lacquers 30% 15%"

Delete the following sub-item:

"ex 210 --- other 15% 7.5%"

Item 33.04

Concession rate of duty of the base rate "15 per cent" in the
Note of this item should be 7.5%.
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART-1 (continued)

Item 33.05

Insert 'loft' before the text of the first sub-item.

Item 33.06

Delete all the sub-items and substitute:

"ex 33.06 - bath salts and other perfuming
preparations, other than perfumes
and toilet waters

- preparations for the care of
the skin:

ex 33.06 - - creams and lotions
min. duty p.lkg

.ex 33.06

ex 33.06

ex 33.06

- - other

- preparations for the care of nails

- tooth paste and powder
min. duty p.lkg

ex 33.06 - products for the care of the hair, -

excluding hair dressings, hair
oils and hair creams

ex 33.06 - shaving creams

- other, excluding mouth washes:

ex 33.06 - - not containing alcohol

40%

40%
11:-

40%
40%

40%
11:-

40%

40%

40%

20%

20%
5:50

20%

20%

20%
5:50

20%

20%

20%"

Item 34;.01

The following sub-item should be inserted:

"800 - toilet soap in hand size pieces;
shaving soap

The following sub-item should be deleted:

"900 - other (than toilet soap in hand
size pieces and shaving soap)

and replaced by:
"900 - othe-

3:60"p.kg 4:-

25% 20%

25% 20%"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART I (continued)

Item 36.03

The text of sub-item. 100 should read:

"100 - with black powder charge"

Item 36.04-

The text of sub-item 001 should read:

"001 - - fitted with electric wire"

Item 37.01

In the text of the sub-item:

"ex 009 - - other flat films and film packs
replace the words "film packs" with "pack fllms".

Item 37.04

In the text of the sub-item:

"ex 37.04. - photographic films, other (than
I-ray films)

replace the word "than" with excluding".

Item. 37.07

Delete the words:

"- negative films; positive films exclusively
for copying purposes; other positive films:"

The sub-items should read:

"001 - educational films free binding
009 - other p.1kg 3:96 1:98"

Item 38.08

Text of heading, line 3: Amend including" to read "included".
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART 1 (continued)

Item 38.19

In the text of sub-item 040 replace the words land
indissoluble salts thereof" with "and salts thereof
insoluble in water".

In the same text, replace the words "compounded propellant
gas put up in a spray can:" with propellentt gas mixtures for
use-in aerosol packings:"1.

In the text of sub-item 060, replace the word "agent" with
"additives".

in the same text, replace the word "industry" with "industries".

Item 39.01

Tne text of sub-item 201 should read:

"201 solutions of airdrying alkyds"

Item 40.05

Text of heading, line 8: Amend "vulcanised" to read "unvulcanised".

Item 40.11

In the first two sub-items "ex 029" the Concession Rate of Duty
should read "25%," instead of "27%".

Delete the following sub-item:

"- - - tyre casings (other than used):
and substitute:

- - - tyre casings:"

In the following sub-item:

"ex 029 - -- - for other motor vehicles (excluding ... etc.)

delete the word "motor".
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULEXXIV-FINLAND

Item 41.02

The text of the sub-temp:
.- pre-tanned: skins for further taking -

ex 41.02 - - in pieces weighing more than 2 kg net

should read:

- pre-tanned hides and skins for further tanning
- - in pieces "eighing more than 1 kg net"

Item 41.03

Replace all the sub-items with:

- pre-tanned hides and sins for
further tanning

- other:

- - in pies weighing more than
I kg net

- - in pieces -weighing more than
0.5 kg but not more than 1 kg
net

min. duty
- - in pieces weighing not more

than 05- kg net:

- - - lining leather undyed

ex 41.03 - -- -oher

free

20%

20%
1kg .3:20

18%
25%

Item 41 04.

Replace all the sub-items wiht:
- pre--tanned hides and skins for

further tanning
-, other::

ex 41.04 - in pieces weighing more .han

1 kg net

ex 41.04 - - in pieces weighing more than
0.5 kg but not more than 1 kg net

ni. duty 1kg

ex 41.04 - in pieces weighing not more then
0.3 kg net

18-20% free

20%

20%
3:20

10%

18% 8%"

"ex 41.02

"e:x 41.02
ex 41.02

"ex 41.03

ex 41.03

ex 41.03

ex 41.03

18%

18%

16%
22.5%"

"ex 41.04

PART 1 (continued)
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART 1(continued)

Item 41.05

Replace all the sub-item with:

"ex 41.05 - pre-tanned hides and skins for
further tanning

ex 41.05 - sole and insole leathers, the
weight. of which has not been
artificially increased

- other:

- ex 41.05

ex 41.05

ex 41.05

- in pieces weigh more -than
1 kg net

- - pieces weighing more than
0.5 kg net but not more than
1 kg net

mm. duty I kg
- - inpieces weighing not more

than 0.5 kg net:

- -- lining leather, undyed; lizard,
serpent, crocodile or other
reptile leather, real

ex 41.05 - -- other

14-25% free

14%

20%

20%
3:20

25%

p%

10%
10%

12.5%

Item 41.06

Replace the text of the sub-item:

"ex 41.06

with:

nex 41.06

- in pieces weighing more than 2 kg net

- in pieces weighing more than 1 kg met"

Item 41.07

Replace the text of the sub-item:
"ex 41.07

-with:

- in pieces weighing more than 2 kg net

- in pieces weighingmog e than 1 kg net""ex; 43.037
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SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART 1 (continued)

Replace the text of the sub-Item:

"ex41.08

-with:
"ex 41.08

- - in pieces 'weighing =e than 2 kg net

- - in pieces_ weighingmorethan 1 kg net"

Item 42.02

In the text of sub-item 590, insertacommaafter "... of valcanised fibre".

Item 42.03

Replace the text of sub-items:
."ex 900

"ex 900

- gloves, other and parts thereof

- - gloves; other; parts of gloves

16% 8%

16% 8%"

Tehtext of sub-items:
"ex 42.04 machinepackings

should read:

"ex 42.0& machine packing"

Item42.05

Replace all sub-items with the following sub-items:
"ex 42.05 welts; pieces of leather or of

composition leather, stampedor
cut outinspecial formsbutnot
further manufactured; parts for
braces andbelts 30%

ex 42.05 - other 32.5%ft
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GENEVA (1967_ PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART 1 (continues)

Item 43.02

Delete the sub-items:

"ex 700 -- of muskrat

ex 700 - - of Astrkhan,Persian, semi-
Persian and Tibetan sheep and lambs

and substitute:
"ex 7G0 - - of Astrakhan, Persian, semi-Persian

and. Tiberan sheep and lambs; of
muskrat

35% 17.5%

3% 17.5%

35% 17.5%

Delete all sub-items "ex 900" after sub-items:

"900 - furskin, assembled, in plates,
crosses or similarforms"

and substitue:

"ex 900

ex: 900

ex 900

of chinchilla, ermin, marten,
mink,sable, beaver, sea otter,
otter, fur seal, common seal,
fox, lynx or hare

- - of Atrakhan, Persian, semi-Persian
and Tibetan sheep and lambs; of
other sheep and lambs or of goats
and kids; of muskrat

- - other

45% 22.5%

35%

30%

Delete all sub-item 950, ex 950, ex 950 and ex: 950 and
substittue:

"950 - pieces or cuttings,tanned or dressed,
of furskins,including heads,paws
tails and the like:

- - of Astrakhan, Persian, semi-Persian
or tibetan sheep and lambsl of

--of chinchilla, ermin, marten, mink,
sable, beaver, sea otter, otter,

fur seal, common seal, fox, lynx,

hare, common sheep orcommonlamb

ex 950 - - other

35;; 17.5%

330% 15%

33% I6.5%

ex 950

ex 950
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GENEVA(1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV -FINLAND

PART 1 (continued)

Item 43.03

Delete all the sub-items and substitute:

"ex 43.03 of chinchilla, ermine, marten, mink,
sable, beaver, sea otter, fur seal,
common seal fox, lynx or hare

ex 43.03 - of Astrakhan, Persian, semi-Persian
or Tibetan sheep and lambs; of
muskrat

ex 43.03 - other

50%

35%
30%

Item 43.04

Delete all the sub-items and substitute the followIng sub-items:
"- on a backing of leather:

ex 43.04 - gloves; other than worker's
gloves and sport gloves 16%

ex 43.04 - - other 25%

ex 43.04 - other 30%

item- 44-13

In the text of sub-item 100, the word "block" should read "blocks".

Item 44.14

Delete the text of sub-item:"ex 44.14 - of commonorwantedbirchorother
birch; of pine, fir or aspen

and substitute following:
"ex 44.14 _ of pine, fir birch or aspen"

Item. 44.15

Delete the- sub-items:

"ex 200 - - for aircraft
- - other:

and replace the follwingsub-items:

25%

17.5%
12.5%"

12.51%
15%"

6%



GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV-FINLAND

PART I (continued)

"ex 200 - - - of Northern pine or fir; of
birch or aspen

ex 200 - - - of oak; of other Northern
deciduous wood or other wood

with:
"ex 200

ex 200

- - of pine or fir of birch or aspen

- of other wood

Item 44.25 - -

Text of heading, line 2: Amend "brooms" to read "broom".

Item 44.26

Text of heading, line 2- Amend "thereads"toread "thread".

Item 45.04.

Insert the following sub-item;
"100 - plates, sheets, blocks and similar

rough articles, and tubes and pipes

Item 46.02

Text of heading, line 3:

item 48.08

Text of heding, line 1:

Item 48.11

Text of heading,

Item 48.14

Text of heading;

Item 48.18

Text of heading,

Item 48.19

Text of heading,

line1:

L/2973
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6% 3%

3% 1.5%

6%
3%

3%
1.5%

10% 5%"

Amend "sheets" to read "sheet".

amend "plated" to read "plates".

Amend "Wallpapers" to read "Wallpaper".

line 6: Amend "assortement" to read "assortment".

last line: Delete "and" and substitute "or".

line 1: Delete "and" and substitute "or".
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV- FINLAND

PART i(continued)

Item 49.08

Text of heading: Amend "Transfer" to read "Transfers".

Item 49.09

Text of heading: Delete the semicolon and substitute a comma.

Item 49.11

Replace the number of sub-item "100" with number "101".

Item 51.04

Delete the text of sub-item 020 and substitute:

"020 - for use in industry forthe manufacture
of machinery belts and belting, machinery
joints or hosepiping and similar tubing,
weighing more than 300 g/m2".

Insert a fifth dash in the following sub-items:

"ex 950 - - - --weighing not more than 100 g per sq.m.

ex 950 - - - - weighing morethen 100 g per sq.m."

item 54.02

Me text of sub-itema 001 should read:

"001 - ramiee tow, tarred cr dyed"

Item 54.05

In the text of sub-items 005 and 007 the words "l sq. m." should be
3l1 sq. cm.

Item 55.05

In all sub-items the words "min., duty p. kg" should read "Min. duty 1 kg"
In the sub-item:

"008 - - Iu to INo 20 iMclusive etc. the base rate
of duty should read:a 8.

min duty 1kg -:47 -:62"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART I (continued)

Delete the word "other" in the text of sub-item 002.

Item 55.09

The word designg" in the text of sub-item 580 should be "designs"

item 57.10

Delete the word "other" in the text of sub-item 002.

Item 57.10

Delete the first sub-item and substitute the following sub-item:
r other- (tean fabrics weighing more than

300 g/m, for use-in industry tor the
manufacture .of--machinery belts and
belting or machinery joints) :"

item 58.01

Delete the word original in t',he texts of sub-items es 101, ei109
and ex 900.

Item 58.07

In sub-item:
"ex 191 ---- of the synthetic fibres

delete the word "Ithe".

Delete the sub-item:
"other:

and substitute:

"- other excluding net cords fitted with
floats -or weights"

Delete thewords (excluding natural silk) " in sub-item:

"ex 991 - of man-made fibres falling -within
heading 51.01 (excluding natural silk)"
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GENEVA(1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FNLAND

PART I (continued)

Item 58.09

Delete the text of sub-item 009 and substitute:

"009 of other textile materials
(excluding natural silk) :"

Item 59.01

The text of sub-item 291 should read:

"291 - -- of chemically cleaned wadding"

Item 59.02

Replace sub-item 002 with the following sub-iten:
- - - of sheeprs or lambs? wool. or of

fine animal hair:

002 - - - - weighing not more thin
500 g per sq.m. 35% 30%

min. duty p.1kg 3:50 3:-"

Item 59,04

Replace the sub-items:

- - - of man-made fibres - falling
within heading No 51.01:

ex 125 - - - - other (than cables and ropes) - 40% 35%

with:
- - - of man-made fibres failing

within heading No 51.01,
excluding cables and ropes 40% 35%"

Item 59.08

Delete the text of sub-item 004. and substitute:

"004 - for use in industry for the rani-
facture of machinery belts and
belting or machinery joints, 'weighing,
not impregnated and/or mot coated,
more than 300 g per sq .m."
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Replace the sub-item:
"-other:

with
"- other, excluding materials mentioned

in sub-heading 001:"

Item 59.09

Delete the sub-item:

"- other:

and substitute:
"- ,other, excluding materials mentioned

.in sub-heading 001:"

Item 59.10

Delete. the text of the sub-item:

"ex.59.10 - other (than those coated with plastic materials)

and substitute:

"ex 59.10 - other, excluding those-coated with plastic
materials"

Item 59.12.

Replace. the text of sub-item 904. with:

"904- - for use in industry for the manufacture
of machinery belts and belting or
machinery Joints, weighing unrubberised
more than, 300 g per sq.m.".

Delet;e the sub-item:
I'- other:

and substitute:
'- other, excluding materials mentioned

in sub-headings 150, 901, 902 and 905:"
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Item 59.12

Replace the sub-heading:
"010 - -tarpaulin fabrics - 35% 30%

: min. duty p.1kg 1:20
with:

"010 tarpaulin fabrics:

ex 010 --fabrics of jute, ipregnated or
coated with asphalt, tar or
similar materials 10% 5%

ex 010. - - other 35% 30%
min. duty p.lkg 1:20

Item 59.14

Delete the following words in the text of the first sub-item:

"of woven, plaited or knitted textile materials,"

Item 59.15

Delete the sub-items:

"-other:
- - other (than those of vegetable

textile materials) 35%u 30%
min.-duty p.1kg 2:10 2:-

and substitute:
"_ other, excluding those or. vegetable

textile materials 35% 30%
min. duty p.lkg 2:10 2:-"

Item 59.17

In sub-item 120: Insert in the text after the word "natural" the
word "silk"
Delete the text of sub-item 205 and substitute:

"ex 209 --of other textile materials (excluding
sheen's or lambs' wool or other anmal hair)"
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Chapter 60

. In the text delete .!or" and substitute "and".

Item 60.01

Delete the firest sub-item and substitute:

"-lace and lace fabrics:"
Delete the sub-item:

- other (than natural silk):

and substitute:
"- other: "

Item -60.03-

In sub-item 900, delete the word "than" and substitute "excluding those".

Item 61.01

In the text of the first sub-item, delete the semi-colon before the
'nord oiled" and substitute the word "or".

Item 61.02

Insert at the beginning of the sub-item after sub-item "009 --other:"
the number "ex 009" and delete the comma after the word "lace" in the
text of the same sub-item-

Item 61.08

In the text of the second sub-item ex 61.08:
"ex 61.08 - - mth broidery, lace or furskins, or with

- - -- - :- 2 gs; facings and tr-in etc.
delete the word "and! and substitute 'Tor".
in the text of the third sub-item ex 61.08:

:rex 61.08 - - with embroidery, lace or furskins etc.

the -wrds facings or tzrwiings" should read "facings or trimmings".
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Item 61.11

In the tet of sub-item 001, delete the words "or containing precious-
metal threads or metallised yarn" and substitute "or fine metal thread
or metallised textile yarn".

In the text of sub-item 007, delete the caa before the words: "oiled
or treated with materials etc." and substitute "tor"t.

Item 62.04-

Text of heading line 1: Amend ;rIarpaulinsIt to read "Tarpauls.

Item 62.05

Sub-iter 006. the words "min. duty p. 1kg should read "min.duty each".

Item 63.01

Textof heading. line 5: "end"Nos" to read "No."

Item 64,01

Text of heading, line 2: Amend the line to read upperss of rubber or
artificial",
In t-he dcscrinticn of the first sub-item ex 64.01, delete the words
"with -a.rDers of rubbe"-.

Xtem 64.02

The text, of the sub-item:
"ex 200 with uppers of other material

should read:

fter 200 -withau-oers of Other materials"
Of .4-The textofthe sub-item:

"500 - - - inast footwear:

should rea':
r500 - children's footwear:"

In'the tex of the second sub-item undersub-heading 900:

t_ - - - with ouater soles of rubber or
artificial plastic material:

the word materiala" should read "materials".
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Item 64.06

Delete the sub-item:

"ex 64.06 - of textile fabrics or felt 30%

Item 65.02

Text of heading, line 1: Amend "plated" to read "plaitted".

Item 65.03

Delete the sub-item:

"- compressed felt blans or capelines:

and substitute the following sub-item:
"- compressed felt hoods blocked to

shape or with made brims:"

Item 65.06
In the text of sub-item:

"ex 100 - - of Canadian muskrat sin of
Astrakhan etc.

delete the word "Canadian".

item 65.07

Delete all the sub-items and substitute the follow

"ex 65.07 - head-bands (sweatbands) of leather
iing su-items:

ier
or coia-osition leather 10%

ex 65.07 - other 25,

Item 66.01

The rates of duty should read:
min. duty each 4:-

Chapter 67

Line 1: Amend "feather" to read Ifeathers".

18%"

5%

12.5%"

20%
2--"
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item 67.05

Text of heading, line 3: Amend "thereof" to read l'therefor".

Item 68.04-

Delete the text of sub-item 300 and substitute the following
text: "diamond grinding discs". -

Item 68.05

Text of heading, line 4: Amend "stones- to read "stoner..

Item 68.07

Text of heading, line 10: Amend "Nor to read "No.".

Item 68.09

Text of heading, line 1: Amend 'rPanelt to read %:anels".

Text of heading, line 3: Amend wool` to read "wood".

Item 68.16

Delete the text of sub-item 200 and substitute the following
text: "6f carbon, graphite or fireproof clag.

Item 69.02

'Me -text of sub-itelm:

"901 -.- - moulded products.

should read:

"901 - - - cast of electrically fused materials"

item 69.03

In the text of sub-item 991 delete the word "plugs" and substitute
it with the word "pipes".

Item 69.11

Delete the text of sub-item 001 and substitute it with the
follo.a;g text:

"001 - white or madefrom one-coloured paste, excluding
articles glazed with a coloured glaze differing
fromthe colour of the body"
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Item 69.12

Delete the text of sub-item 901 and substitute it with
the following text:

;901 -- white or made from one--coloured paste,
exclding articles glazed with a coloured
glaze difering from the colour of the body"

Item69.13

Insert the following new sub-item:

"ex 59.13 - other 50% 25%"

item 70.06

In the text of the sub-item:

"ex 70.06 - wired ;late glass
delete the word "tlate".

item 70.07

Delete all the sub-items efter sub-heading "009 - other:: and
substitute:

- sheet glass:
ex 009 - -- cast or rolled glass sheets,

excluding surface grand or
polished sheets 35% 30%

nim. duty JP.3g -:12 -:10

ex 009 ---other 35% 30%
mm. duty P.1kg -:60 -:50

ex 009 - - leaded li s and the like 40% 20%
=in. duvy PF.1g -:60 -:30"

Item 70.08

Delete the text cf sxb-item 001 and substitute the
follwing text:

'00l - shsped and bent glasses for windscreens,
rear and side windowsof moter cars"
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Item 70.10

in the test of sub-item 200, delete the word "demijchn"and
substitute the words "carboys and demijohns".

Item 70.11

Delete t-he numbers "100" and"900" and substitute the numbers
"ex 70.11" for both. (The textsend rates remin unaltered.)

Item 70.12

In- the text of sub-item 101 delete the word "bodies" and
substitute "blanks".

in the text of sub-item 100 delete the word "including"
andsubstitute" such as".
Delete the 6ext of the first sub-itez ex 100 and sbstitue:

nex 100 - --pendants, balls, snall platesand
similar deecative erticles -or

Item 70.19

Delete all the sub-:ites after sub-headig "009" - other:U nd
substitute:

tex 09 - - beads aEn i itation- pea1s, loose 25% 12.5%

ex cog - - articles c! beads amd imitattic
eals, L parties tc=

persps ., amd fringes fcr
lItI ng fittings 35% 17.5%

ex0 --other' 50% 256

tem 71.10

Text of he3dig lime 2: Amemd "of" to -lead "cx.

item 73.09

a the text of sub-item ex 73.09 delete the words "30 mm. or
more" and substitute thewords "not less than 30.mm.".
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Item 73.10

Delete the text of sub-item 500 "galvanised"and substitute the
text "coated with zinc".

Item 73.11

Replace the text of followingsub-items:

"120 - - sheet filing of from or steel;
I-section ofit-on or steel with
broad limbs:

ex 12 - - - sheet piling of iron or steel,
ade from assembled elements or

with:
"120 - - sheet piling; I-sections with broad

limbs:

ex 120 - - - sheet Diling, made from assembled
elements or punched or driled"

Delete the text ofsub-item 500- "gslvanised" and substitute the
tem - "coated -with zinc"l.

item 73.12

iPLelee al the

e 73.12

ex 73.12

ex 73.12

ex 73.12

ex 73.12

sub-items and substitute 'he foSGaxing sub-items:

"- not Coated wit Met-al:

- - width 250 =. or more:

- - - tbicikess 0.7 =. or more 6%5
- -- thickess less than. 0.7 .

-- idth 'ess %than 250 mm. but nct
less th.e= 45 .:

_ - hot-rolled free

_ - old-ro led

- - Widt- less than 45 mm. but not
less than 5 mm.:

- - - hot-rolled

- cold-rolled

3%
3.5%

binding

3.5%

5%
3.5%
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ex 73.12 - - width less than 5 .

ex 73.12 - coated with alum or lead

- coated with tin:

ex 73.12 - - printed, lacquered. painted
or otherwise surface-treated

ex 73.12 -- other

ex 73.12 -coated with other metal

20% 10%
free _ -binding
82 - .

8 4%

free binding
7% . .3.5%"

Iten 73.13

Delete all sub-itens from sub-item 001 to 003 (icl.)
and- substitute:

CQl - dnamo and trensfacmer sheets:

--hot-rolled. not coated with-rmetal:
e 001 -- - thickness less than 0.6 ms. free

--cld-ro31edt not. coated with
metal:

ex 001 - -- thickness less than 0.9 ;.
but naot less than 0.7 mm. S

ex G01 -- - "thicess less than 0.7 3mm. 7%_
- other:

- -'ot coated with zmtel:

002 -- - thickness more than 4.75 ;

ex 002 - - -- thickness nao less than
-30rn free

-- - - thickness less than 30 .:

ex 002 --- - - cold-molled 6%
003 ---thickess 4.75 UM, or less:

ex 003 --- - thickness not less than
0.7 . 6%

ex 03 - - - - thickness less than
0.7 =. 7e%

binding

-3l
3.5%

3%
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Item 73.15

In the text of sub-item 001 delete tt, of steel".

In the first sub-item ex 004- insert at"the end the word "steelt.

In the text of sub-item "ex --0 - - steel for tools, forged;
high speed steel, forged; or rolled", delete the second semi-
colon. (i.e. before "crrolled").

In sub-item -ex 005 - - - - forged, other, excluding stainless",
insert at the end of the text the wo-d "steel".

Delete all sub-items from 013 to 019 (ncl.) and substitute:

"013 -- - thickness more than 4.75 =.:

ex 013 - - - - thickness 30 m. or more freebinding

ex 013 - - - - tLickness less than 30 . 6%
014 - - - thickness 4.75 =. or less:

ex 014 - - - - thickness not less than 0.7 . 6%
ex 014 - - - - thickness less then G.7 mm. 7%

_ wize:

015 - - stainless wire; electric
resist-ance wire:

ex 015 --- the greatest dimension of thecross-
sectlion being less than 5 .,
excluding stain-lss steel 20%10%

_--- other:

ex 015 - - - - stainless and acid-proff- wire
(excluding electric resistence
wire) free

ex 015 _ - electric resistan-e wire 4%2%

019 - - other 20%10%"

binding

3%

3%
3.5%

10%

binding

2%

item 73.20

Text of heading, line 2: Delete the co after"un-aonsn.

e
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Item 73.24

In the text of sub-item 100 delete the word "containing" and
substitute the words "filled with'.

Item 73:29

The description of the last sub-item "ex73.291 should read:

' other chain and parts thereof (than
forged, welded or cast chain and
parts thereof and other Gall's chain
and their parts)"

'Item 73.33

Text of heading, line 2: Amend "emboidery't to read "embroidery".

Item 73.34

Text of heading, line 1: Amend " udin to read "excluding".

Item 73.35

Text of heading, line 1: Amend "Spring" to read "springs".
in the text of sub-item ex 73.35 delete the semicolon marked
before the word "helical", and substitute this with the wod "and".

Iten 73.36

Text of heading, line 8: Amend 'equipments" to read eqUient
Delete sft-ite= 900 end substitetae the folloing: -

"900 - other, excluding stoves using
liq7aid fuel 15% 7.5%"

Item 73.38

The for. sub-tets ex 73.33 should be replaced by:

"ex 73.38 - articles for domestic purposes and
parts thereof, excluding those of
stainless steel and enamelled goods
not baing of cast iron 15% 7.5%
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ex 73.38 - builders' sanitary ware for indoor
use and parts thereof, of cast iron
or of stainless steel and enamelled
goods, except baths, of other iron
or steel 15% 7.5%"

Item 74.03

Delete the text of sub-ite. 100 and substitute the tollowing text:

"unworked rolled products and extruded products, the
greatest dimension of the cross-section being not
.re than 20 ,, in coils'"

Item 74.06

Textof heading: -Amend "powder" to read "powders".Item 74.11
Delete the text. of sib-item 100 and substitute the followingtext:

"wire cloth of bronze or tombac, of a width
o. 2 m. or more"

Item 75.03

Delete both sub-ites 200 amd 300 and substitute the following
sub-1tems:

- Zpates, sheets an, strip; foil
- powders and flakes

4%ee a

fre-e - binding'

Item 77.02

Delete the text of sub-em ICi and substitue the following text:

br-s, rods, angles, shapes and. sections; wire;
plates, sheets and strip; foil; tubes, pipes

and b' therefore; hollow bars:

Chapter 79

Text of chapter: Amend "'atricles" to read "articlesI".

"200

300
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Item 80.04.

Text of heading, line 6: Amend packinge' to read "backing".

Chapter 81

Line 2: mend "therefor" to read "thereof".

Item 82.03

Delete sub.-items:

"- pincers:
- - nickelled or polished

min. duty p.1kg -:97

and substitute:
- pincers nickelled or polished 10%

min. duty p.1kg -:97

5%
-:48

5%
-:48"

Item 82.04

Delete sub-item:

"ex 82.04- - chisels and other woodcarving
tools

The text of sub-item 'ex 82.04- planes" should read:

"ex 82.04 - planes; chisels and other wood-
carving tools"

8% 4%

Item 82.05

Replace all 'he sub-Ites with:

"ex 82.05 - mining drillheads. with 'tis of

sintered metal carbides
ex 82.05 - lathe tools

ex 82.05 - -wire drawing dies, other than those
with a core of sintered metal
carbides

ex 82.05 - other

10% 5%

4%

9% 4.5%
15% 7.5%"

ex 82.03
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Item 82.08

Text of heading, last line: Delete "and" and substitute "or".

Item 83.01

Text of heading, line 4: Amend 'Inata" to read "meta".

Item 83.09

Delete the text of sub--item 001 and substitute the following text:

"hooks and eyes fixed at regular intervals on
strips of woven fabric".

Item 83.13

In sub-item 901 delete the text "lead plombs" and substitute:

"lead seals.

Item 84.02

Delete all sub-items and substitute the following sub-items:

"ex 84.02 - spiral heat exchangers 10% 7.5%
ex 84.02 - condensers, and parts fallingwithin

heading No. 84.02 12% 8%
ex 84.02 - stean. accumulators; other auxiliary

plant, exclude prheaters 12%

Item 84.05

in sub-iten."001 -- aircraft engines" delete the -word (Notte)".
The duty rates in sub-item "001 - airaraft engines" should read:

free binding

-te.84.08

in sab-item "100 - aircraft engines' delete the -word "(Note)".
The duty rates in sub-item 1'00 - aircraft engines" should read:

free binding"
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Replace the sub-items:
"800 - other poer engines and motors:

ex 800 - - weighing each not more than
.: . 2500 kg net

ex 800 - other

With:
"800

ex 800

ex 800

- other power engines and motors:

- - heat-engines and motors weighing
each not more than 2500 kg net

- -Other

Delete the Ncote to sub-headings 84.06.001 and
84.08.100" under the item 84.08.

Item 84.15

Imsert before sub-item 800 the- folowing sub-item:

"ex 400 - - other

Replace the sub-items:

"ex 400 - - refrigerators and sinlar refriger-
ating fmrnture incorporating
internally fitted refrigerating
=achinery (other than those for

. dcmiestic use incorporating
internally fitted electric
compressor unit)

ex 400 - - for domestic use incoporating
internally failed electric
compressor unit

ex 400 - - other

with:
--ex 400 -- refrigerators and similar refrbger-

ating fumilture, for domestic use,
incorporating an -eternally fitted
electric compressor unit

ex 400 - - other

15%

15%

L/2973
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12%15% 6%
7.5%

I5%

6.15% 7.5%"

7.5%

15% 13%
15% 7.5%

15% 7.5%"

15%

15%
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Item 84.18

Replace the following sub-istems:

"500 -othoer machinery and appliances
(excluding centrifuges for purifying
liquids and centrifugaldryers for

15% 7.5%

ex 500 - centrifuges for purifying liquids 15% 11%
with:

"500 - Other machines and appliances: - -

ex 500 - - centrifugesforpurifying liquids 15% 11%
ex 500 - - other, eclding centrifugal wash

dryers 15%- 7.5"

Item 84.19

The text of sub-item 500 should read: "machines and appliances"

Item 84-.22

The text o- sub-item 00$ eaald ;rezd:

"other -machinos and appliances than thosemounted e tractortypebases:"
The text of sub-itemex 008 should read:

"cranes, otherthan self-propelled"

Item 84.23

In. sub-items008 andex 009 zeart a -word! "Vshing"t before
the wc-'d 'Tbdes'.

Item 84t.24

Imt-he tex osub-item ez 900 ;delete thewords "for ploughs"and substitute "parts of ploughs".
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Item 84.25

The text of the first sub-item ex 800 should read:

"harvesting machines; lawn mmcers; egg-graders,
fruit-graders and other grading madhines for
agricultural produce other then grain or seed"

in the text of sub-,item ex 900, delete the words "for
lawn mowers" and substitute "part of lawn mowers"

Item 84.27

Text of heading lie 3: mend "'cider- making to read "cider-making".

Item 84.32

Text of heading, line 1: Insert a co-a after "machinery".

Item 84:.33

Delete the sub-item 100 and substitute:

"M100 ach-i-nes and aizliance.

ex 100 -- oher than those for makirg paper
bacs and envelopes or for making
razer sacisD cartons and other
Making articles of paper or
zea-card 15% 7.5%"

Item 84-.38

The texts of sub-i:te 600 "hcsiery needles"I should read:

itt-i-1 achie need

The text of sub-ite"m 900 -cter Pazts" should read:

"other zarts and accessories-

Item 84.40

Delete t;he sub-item - dressing machines:" and substltute:
- - ressiang and iroing machines"
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Item 84.45 - -

Rsplace all the sub-items with:

Itex 4.45 - etic ines and appliaces,
- weighing each more than 500 kg net 10% 5%

ex 84.45 - other 15%

Item 84.56

Ielete sub-ite= 900 and replace it- b the following:
"ex 900 -parts of other machines than those

for ching or ring earth,
stone, ores or other solid mineral
substanses 12% 6%n

In sub-item:
" _machinery for agglomerating,

mouding or shaping .. etc

replace the word 'products' with "substances".

Relace the- text of sub-item:

tex 500 -machines for forming foundry
moulds of sand

with:
",ex 500 - chines and appliances for =S

foundry molds of sand't

Item 84.61:

I- the text of sub-item 005 replace the word "cookers" with 'renges".
Delete in sub-item ex 009 the word "base".

Item &A-.62

The rates of duty should read: " 5%
instead of: "free binding

Ite 85.01

in the slb-item:

"ex 430 -- transformers for meters

the base rate: of duty should -ead: "18%
e 5%"
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Delete sub-item 900 and substitute the following sub-items:"900 - -parts:
ex 900 - other parts than these or generators,

motors and rotary converters 15% 7.5%
Item 85.06

Replace all the sutb-ite-s with:

"ex 85.05. - c3 cleaners, the total weight
of each more than 15 kg net 8% 4%

ex 85.06 - other 15% 7.5%*

Item 85.09

In sub-items 001 and ex 008 replace the semi-colons with the ward "and".

Iem 85.11

'The text of sub-Item- ex 300: "brazing acbines and appreatus"
should read: "brazing and soldering achines and aprts".
Replace the e o sab-item 910 with:

"tas offurnaces and overs or of electric
inuction and dieletric heating equipment"

Item 85.13

Delete the tet of the first sub--item ex 85.13 an sustite:

"machines and aza-zius, criez whan carrier-current
apratus forvelegraphy ortelephoyby line"

Item, 85.15

The description, of sub-item 001. should read:

"001- -- radio and aviation aid
apparatus, radar aappratus and radio
remote control apparatus"

In the first sub-i":em ex 002. delete "including" and substitute "and".

Item 85.16

Text'- of heading, le 3:Amend "water ways" to read "water-ways".
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Item 85.17

In the first sub-item "ex 85.17 - apparatus", the Concession
Rate of Dzity should read '13% instead of 0'7.5%".

Item 85.18

The text of sub-item 002should read other" instead of"oter".
The text of the second sub-item 009 should read:

other, excluding phase-correcting or excess-
voltage condensers weighing each more than
250 kg net"

item 85.19

Delete al .the

209

ex 209

ex 239

5300

ex 500

sub-Items end substitute:

"-apparatusformaking,breakingorthe protection of electricalcircuits:
- - switches. othar:

_ _- other (for a ser-'ice voltage of
mot More then 600 v):

- - - - thneterntc c or rete
contxolled, -weighing each not
more than 1 kg net

- appratus for connestions to.
or in electrical circuit:

- - lampholders for incandesce and
disckharse lamps, weighing each
more than 0.5 kg net

- resistors

Item 85.20

Delete all sb-itiens sbstitube:

.TLOii - netsl filaPent lanmsa:

ex - - lanw for - icles, and snail-

sizelamps,such as for cycle and

pocketlamps

800 - Other 1en) ;

25;

2C.
155

17-13

20%

2-05%
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ex 800

ex 800

em 800

911

990

- - neon tubes

- - other.discharge lamps

- - other

- filament lamp sockets

- other parts

30%
30%
30%
free

10%

15%
27%
15%

binding
5%"

Item 85.22

The text of sub-item 'CC should read "electrical godds and apparatus:!?

Item 65.24

Replace the sub-items:

"- weighing each not more than 3 kg net:

-.- carbon brushes

- other 5%

1%
2.5%X

with:
- carbon brushes weighing each not
more than 3 kg net 2% 1%

-other 5% 2.5%"l

Item 85.26

The text of the first sub-item should read:

"!of other materials than -ceramic or
.ar! ;.cial plastic materials:"

Item 86.06

Text of heading, lines 2/3: Amend "work shopsr" to read '.workshops".
Item 87.02

Sub-item 600 should read:

"600 -.motor vehicles, other:

ex 600 - - chassis fitted with engines and cabs,
excluding diesel engined chassis for
lorries of a tc-tal weigght of not less
than 10 metric tons

- - other:
14-15% 8%
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ex 600 - - - lorries, excluding new diesel
angined lorries of a total weight
of not less than 10 metric tons 14%. 8%

ex 600 - - - other, excluding diesel engine
motor buses 14-15% 8%"

Item 87.04-

Replace the sub-items:

"- for other automobiles:

ex 87.04 - - diesel engined (other than for
trucks of a total weight not less
than 10 metric tons) 14% 7%

ex 87.04- - - other 7%

with:

"ex 87.04- - other, excluding diesel engined chassis
for lorries of a total weight of not
less than 10 metric tons 14% 7%"

Item. 87.06

Delete the sub-item lt _ parts and accessories of automobiles:".

The following sub-items 005 and 009 should read:

"1005 - - wheels fitted with rubber tyres 25% 12,5%
009 --other 14% 7.5%"'

item 87.14

In the text or sub-iteam 009 delete the words: "?(than hand
propelled vehicl.s)il.

Item 89.01

in the text of sub-itert 002 delete the words craftss and".

The text of sub-item OC5 should read:

Uof a registered gross tonnage of
70 tons or more".

The text of sub-item 007 should read:
'fishing and other catching bets of a
maximum hull-length of 10 metres or more".
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Item 89.02

The text of sub-item 001 should read:

"of a registered gross tonnage of 70 tons
or more"

Item 89.03

The text of sub-item 001 should read:

"of a registered gross tonnage of 70 tons
or more"

Item 90.02

Delete the following sub-item:

"ex 90.02 - - parts of enlargers and other
projection apparatus 10% 5%"

Item 90.07

Delete all the sub-itenfis and substitute:

"ex 90.07 - photographic cameras weighing each
not more than 3 kg, and parts thereof 6% 3%

ex 90.07 - other 10% 5%"

Item 90.10

Text of heading, line 5: Amend "Cpapter" to read "Chapter".

Item 90.18

The text of sub-item 001 should read: "apparatus and appliances".

Item 90.19

Text of heading, line 3: Insert a comma after "limbs".

Item 90.28

Text of heading, line 2: Amend "analyzing" to read "analysing".

Item 90.29

In the text of the first. sub-item ex 90.29, the word gangers" should
read "gauges".
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Delete the whole text and substitute:

"Musical instruments; sound
recorders and reproducers;
television image and sound
recorders and reproducers, magnetic;
parts and accessories of such
articles"

Item 92.10

Text of heading, line 5: Amend "turningg" to read "Ituning".

in the text of the second sub-item ex 599 delete the word "and" before
11harmoniums" and substitute "of'".

Item 92.11

Text of heading, line 5: Amend soundd heads" to read "sound-heads".

Item 92. 12

In the text o:t the first sub-item "- sound recordings", delete the
word "sound". Delete this word also in sub-item 400.

item 93,.04

Delete all the sub-items from, "1900 - other:" and substitute:

"900 other;

ex 900 - - rifles of a calibre of 6 mm. or
more; shot guns 5%0 2.5%

ex 900 - other 20% 10%"

Itemn 93.06

Sub-item 100: the rates of duty should read: "20% 10%"

Delete the text of sub-item 911 and substitute:

"roughly sawn rifle butt stocks of wood"
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Item 93.07

Delete the text of sub-item"- ammunitions and parts thereof for
sporting and hunting-shooting guns:" and substitute:

"- ammunition and parts thereof for
sporting and hunting guns:"

Chapter 94-

Text of chapter, line 2: Amend "matresses" to read "mattresses".

Item 95.06

Text of heading, line 2: Amend "corozaT' to read "corozo".

Item 97.03

Delete the text of sub-item 001 and substitute:

"parts and components of small-scale
constructions; kits for building working
models of aircraft etc., and similar kits
of a kind used for young people's
recreational purposes; miniature engines
and other driving mechanisms"'

Item 97.05

Text of heading, line 9: Amend "nativity" to read. Nativity".

Replace sub-item:

"001 - Christmas tree and other similar
decorative lighting sets and holders
for non-electric Christmas tree candles 30% 15%

with:
"001 - Christmas tree and other similar

decorative lighting sets and holders
for non-electric Christmas tree candles:

ex 001 - - holders for nonelectric Christmas
tree candles 75% 37.5%

30% 15%"ex 001 - -other
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Item 97.06

In the text of sub-item 200 replace the word "metal" with "steel".

In the text of sub-item 310 delete the word "semi-".

Delete the text of sub-item 390. The text of this sub-item should read:

"other rackets and bats, whether or
not finished"

In the text of sub-item 499 replace the word "material" with materialss.

Item 97.07

Text of heading, last line: Delete "and" and substitute "or".

In sub-item 100, delete "fish hooks" and substitute "fish-hooks"

Delete the text of sub-item ex 250 and substitute:

"lures; spinners and other artificial
baits; hunting requisites"

Item 98.01

Text of heading, ine 3: Amend "press fasteners" to read "press-fasteners".

Item 98.03

Text of heading, line 2: Amend "ball-point" to read "ballpoint".

Item 98.06

Text of heading, line 2: Delete "and" and substitute "or".

Item 98.07

Text of heading, line 5: Amend "hand operated" to read "hand-operated".

Item 98.15

The text of sub-item 001 should read:

"vacuum flasks and vacuum vessels,
complete with cases"

* * * * * * *


